Connected Things Forum

How to convert risks into business
opportunities?
IoT is all about data!
15-17 November 2016
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Context: IoT is key in the digital transformation

Connected Things Forum

Infrastructure – Industrial assets
Connecting assets for internal optimization
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Infrastructure
Smart factory concept

Smart factory definition

Definition
Increase of connection and integration of the
different ICT enabled component in a single
networked system
Along the whole manufacturing processes
Impacts
 To perform many internal processes to meet orders
deadline (lean manufacturing)
 To simplify the tasks for the human operator.
 to improve the efficiency of the production process
 to make massive cost savings
Source: IDATE-DigiWorld, « Industrial internet », 2016
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Infrastructure

Connected tools in manufacturing

Adoption ?
Still limited
•

Basic IoT integration so far
•

•

Few sensors-based deployments
•

•

Smart glasses, tablets

Today, 92% of industrial machines are NOT connected globally

Big data & analytics are currently being deployed
Source: IDATE-DigiWorld, « Industrial internet », 2016

Use of Big Data analytics in manufacturing

Key verticals
•

Automotive (smart factory)

•

Aeronautics (smart factory)

•

Energy (optimized distribution network through smart
meters for instance)

•

Transportation (optimized network)
Source: McKinsey

Connected Things Forum

Products & services and CRM
Connecting end-products to generate new
revenues?
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Products and services
Integration of IOT solutions into the end-products
With more and more connected end-products, new services could emerge thanks to:
the connectivity itself (remote control applications)
the data generated by the devices
Services enabled by the data generated by the products through Big Data and analytics tools
Transforming data into revenues

On the cloud
• Analytics
• Big Data techniques
 Provide
new
data
(even
based on the collected data

applications)

 Monetize these new data through services
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Products and services

Komtrax predictive maintenance service

Rise of servicization
Objectives
Additional revenue through value-added services
Higher margins
More predictable financial planning
- Subscription model => recurring revenues for the manufacturer.

A more customer-centric commercial approach

Servicization is a key pillar
transformation in the industry

of

the

Source: Komatsu

digital
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Customer relationship management

Future of automotive: Car as a Service model ??

Benefits from the servicization

Car

> Opportunity to limit the churn
Occasion to introduce a lock-in configuration
> Remote but closer CRM
Healthcare : patients will not be required to visit the doctor

Industry: predictive maintenance as a popular app
> Introduction of innovative pricing models

+

Car
+
in-car service

 To better meet customer business requirements (OPEX rather
than CAPEX)

 Product as a service, pay per outcome, etc
> Towards a new consumption paradigm ?
From products to products + services or services instead of
products

Car as
a
service
Source: IDATE

Connected Things Forum

Towards the data gold rush ?
Unlocking the potential of the data
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Towards the data gold rush?
Top concerns of IOT

Security and
challenges

privacy

as

the

top

How to go beyond these hurdles and to benefit from the
IOT opportunities?

Internet of Things is all about data!!
Already 65% of the cellular total M2M market in 2016

Source: AVG, 2016

World cellular M2M market revenue breakdown, in 2016

Data is at the core of next-gen business
models
Today 90% of the data generated by devices never
analyzed

28%

Communication &
associated services
Hardware &
associated services

64%

8%

Software & IT
services

Strong difference between consumer and industrial world
Source: IDATE-DigiWorld, Cellular M2M Markets, November 2016
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Data potential – Industrial IOT (B2B)
Main features of data-based services
Virtuous circle of data usage in industry

Subscription based services but marginal cost
compared to machine purchase (TCO)
Adoption: predictive maintenance is becoming popular

•

ROI is fast & clear

 Massive costs savings on the client side
•

Fuel consumption

•

Repairing and Immobilization time

 Win-win configuration
Industrials see strong ROI from using IoT

Source: Vodafone, 2016
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Data potential – Consumer IOT (B2C)

Willingness to pay for connected car services in a
subscription based model

Main features of data-based services
Few services
Subscription-based applications mainly
Reluctant regulations regarding privacy

(Very) low adoption of typical services

 Should we kill privacy?
People LESS AND LESS RELUCTANT to
•

Share personal data in exchange to discounts or free
services

•

But not ok to share with anybody…and depends on
country, on the application

Source: Accenture, 2014 (on the left) and 2015 (on the right)

What would be your preferred subscription model for the “connected
navigation” app/service?

 Still in debate

Consumer IOT adoption will take more
time than industrial IOT

Source: McKinsey, 2016
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Servicization is everywhere – We provide products
Latest publications

More to come by end 2016
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We provide IOT consulting services too

Samuel ROPERT
Head of IOT Practice
s.ropert@idate.org
+33 6 79 80 48 62

THANK YOU!
About IDATE DigiWorld
IDATE DigiWorld is one of the foremost European ICT expert houses specializing in telecom, media & internet markets and digital territories. Since 1977, our team
delivers consultancy services, market intelligence solutions & networking opportunities aiming to an in-depth understanding of the digital world and to
supplement our clients’ strategic decision-making. We are proud that every year more than 400 public bodies & multinational companies all over the world renew
their trust in our services. Learn more about our three activities:
• DigiWorld Research, time-tested analysis and consultancy solutions
• IDATE Consulting, an independent observatory of digital markets and innovation
• DigiWorld Institute, a European think tank open on the world

